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Allow yourself and your child to be swept above the trees and far away to a magical forest where you will

learn to see human virtues in the very earth around you. 50 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook,

NEW AGE: Meditation Details: In 1999, I walked across a pit of fire! I was at an Anthony Robbins

conference down in Ft Lauderdale and learning about what a person can do if they only put their mind to

it! Since that time, I've always been about trying to show children how character and attitude can heavily

influence their lives. In school, I had many difficulties and was labeled early on as "learning disabled".

This harmful label followed me through all of my schooling and made me feel somehow inadequate and

less than whole. I overcame all of those challenges and successfully completed two degrees in medicine

(paramedic/BSN). Since that time, I have written various articles for gaming magazines and role-playing

companies. Over the past several years, I have begun the uphill task of creating alternative teaching

methods and tools to promote character development. It is my wife's and my sincere hope to reach all

children, but especially those labeled with "disorders" (ADD,ADHD,learning-challenged,etc)with our

positive message that you can achieve anything with the right attitude and positive character! Angel Beay

Yoga Stories are a suppliment to my wife's and my character yoga program promoting all that I've already

mentioned, but this 2 CD pack is not exclusive to that program (although I highly recommend it. Check it

out at angelbearyoga). These flowing stories wisk children away to the forest on the wings of Angel Bear,

who shows them how human virtues and positive behaviors are in the natural world. This allows children

the ability to understand positive character better, see how it is present all around them and see how

these characteristics can lead to wonderful outcomes.
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